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Synopsis

OCAJP Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer Practice Exams contains more than 600 realistic practice questions to prepare you for this certification exam. Each question contains detailed explanation so that you can understand the concepts involved in the question. Questions are organized as 7 Standard Tests and also as Objective wise sets for easy navigability.
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Note: This is an eBook version of Enthuware’s simulator JA+ V8 for OCA-JP 7 Certification. It contains the same questions as the simulator. If you are not comfortable with the formatting of the book, you may want to try the software version from Enthuware.com, which is also available for the same price and is updated automatically on a regular basis.
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Customer Reviews

The enthluware reputation speaks for itself - i find the questions extremely challenging & they present the material that i’ve studied in a slightly different way - for example - i felt very solid in using the ternary operator - but the sample question on using a compound ternary operator challenged the limit of my familiarity with it.

This was the best preparation tool I found when working towards my OCA. It will challenge the way
you look at questions and your knowledge of Java and then help you to really better understand the topic. I used this with the sybex OCA 8 test as well as the beginning Java book and was able to easily pass the OCA

Fantastic variety of questions with great explanations!

This is an excellent practice book! Got 95% today on the exam after using it. Request to the author: we need similar book for OCP exam 1Z0-809!!! Plz!

Very usesful
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